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Indonesia: Civil society must protest revival
of TNI’s dual function: Military observer
Thursday 28 February 2019, by CNN Indonesia (Date first published: 26 February 2019).

Jakarta — Military observer Khairul Fahmi from the Institute for Security and Strategic
Studies (ISESS) says that the plan to place active TNI (Indonesian military) officers in
strategic positions in ministries and government institutions goes against the mandate of
reformasi.

This plan also has the potential to open the way for the TNI to become involved in politics in the
same way as the TNI’s dwi-fungsi [dual socio-political function] under the New Order regime of
former President Suharto.

Fahmi also said that the involvement of the TNI in civilian affairs has shown a tendency to
strengthen over the last four years under President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo’s administration.

“So this gives rise to the question, how should the government respond to growing concerns over
this? Ideally of course, the government should not continue with the plan”, said Fahmi in a written
release yesterday.

In normative terms, said Fahmi, the TNI’s dwi-fungsi was indeed abolished in concert with reformasi
— the political reform process that began in 1998 — and the enactment of Law Number 34/2004 on
the TNI (UU TNI).

Fahmi however believes that in reality the TNI’s involvement in civilian affairs has not entirely
disappeared.

And over the last four years this has tended to strengthen. This has been marked by the large
number of government programs and structural activities involving the TNI.

These include, among others, the involvement of the TNI through Memorandums of Understanding
(MoU) between ministries and government institutions and the TNI headquarters.

“It is these things which have more or less influenced the public’s perceptions, which has still not
recovered from the trauma of the bad practices of dwi-fungsi as a tenable form of militarism during
the New Order period”, he said.

Fahmi acknowledges that there have been efforts by the government and TNI headquarters to
convince the public that the planned placement of TNI personnel will not revive dwi-fungsi.

The problem is, he said, there is no one who can guarantee what will happen in the future bearing in
mind that the leadership of the country changes every five years with the elections.

“There is no guarantee that these practices won’t still return in the future. After all, the way has
already been opened”, he said.
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He also believes that the plan will not resolve the basic problem of training TNI personnel and
building its national defence capacity.

“Please reflect on the number of institutions that have posts which are currently allowed to be filled
by TNI personnel, how often have we heard complaints about their [lack of] competency and skills”,
he said.

According to Fahmi, efforts to reform the TNI internally could start with revising the UU TNI which
is now 15 years old. He said that these revisions must block the possibility of dwi-fungsi appearing
again in any form.

According to Fahmi, TNI commander Air Marshall Hadi Tjahjanto was correct in publically raising
the problem of many senior TNI officers having no jobs so that all parties can understand that the
organisation of the TNI needs to be fixed. But, he said, the solution offered was inappropriate.

Instead of focusing on efforts to fix personnel management problems, the government has offered a
solution which has created an uproar and concern among the public.

“There is no other choice for civil society groups but to protest logn and loud against it”, he said.
(nvt/wis)

Democracy will be finished’ if the TNI’s socio-political role revived

Indonesian Institute of Science (LIPI) senior researcher Siti Zuhro has spoken out about the plan for
active TNI (Indonesian military) officers to be placed in strategic posts in ministries and government
institutions.

According to Zuhro, if indeed TNI officers are placed in civilian posts Indonesia will return to the
New Order era of former President Suharto and the dual socio-political function (dwi-fungsi) of the
TNI. Yet, she said, in 2004 Indonesia succeeded in abolishing the TNI’s dwi-fungsi.

“This means that were are already beginning to go back to dwi-fungsi ABRI [the Indonesian Armed
Forces as the TNI was known]”, said Zuhro speaking at the Prabowo Subianto and Sandiaga Uno
national secretariat on Tuesday February 26

Furthermore, she explained, if indeed this does actually happen, then Indonesian democracy will be
finished. “If they are placed [in civilian posts] again then we’re back to dwi-fungsi ABRI. Meaning
our democracy is stagnating, it’s over, peace be upon him”, she continued.

Indonesian democracy will be finished, she said, because there will no longer be any institutions
which can perform checks and balances. Because of this therefore she is asking the government to
adhere to the State Civil Apparatus Law (ASN) which regulates the performance of the TNI, the
national police and the civilian bureaucracy.

“So of course we in an era of democracy like this which, the term is, dependent on there being clear
roles on how civil [institutions] manage the state, with of course the central role of the TNI and Polri
[national police]”, she explained.

“So each institution under a democratic system is managed properly so there are checks and
balances between the DPR [the legislative] and the executive and also with the military in
safeguarding our defence, the police safeguard domestic security and at the same time guarding
each other, so don’t mix it all up”, she concluded.
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